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CONTENT REPURPOSING MAGICIAN

TRANSFORM YOUR SOCIAL MEDIA
STRATEGY



Overview

Here's the how to :

Specific:

Develop and conduct a weekly Instagram Live
session every Thursday at 7 PM where you
coach clients on the best practices for
repurposing content. Each session will cover a
specific topic, such as transforming blog posts
into social media updates or creating videos
from podcasts.

Measurable:

Aim to sign up 50 new clients for a free content
repurposing webinar within the next 2 months.
Track sign-ups through your landing page
analytics and measure engagement through
follow-up surveys and feedback forms.
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S M A R T Content
transform your social media strategy

In this guide, we'll dive into the SMART approach to content repurposing, providing
you with a clear and structured strategy to enhance your social media presence. By
setting Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, and Time-bound goals, you'll
learn how to efficiently transform your existing content into engaging posts that

captivate your audience across all platforms. Get ready to streamline your content
creation process and boost your online impact with these actionable steps.
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Achievable:

Create a 30-day content challenge for your
clients that includes daily tasks and tips for
repurposing content across different platforms.
Encourage participation by offering a free one-
hour coaching session to clients who complete
the challenge and share their progress on social
media.

Relevant:

Launch a bi-monthly newsletter specifically
focused on content repurposing strategies for
small business owners. Each edition will include
case studies, success stories, and practical advice
to help clients effectively manage and optimize
their content.

Time-Bound:

Set a goal to increase engagement on your
Facebook group for clients by 25% over the next
6 months by posting daily discussion prompts,
sharing success stories, and hosting monthly
Q&A sessions where clients can ask specific
questions about their content strategies.
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Embracing the SMART framework for content can revolutionize your social
media strategy. By setting clear, actionable goals, you not only maximize
the value of your existing content but also ensure consistent, engaging
communication with your audience. 

Whether you're a seasoned content creator or just starting out, applying
these principles will help you work smarter, not harder, and achieve
measurable success. Ready to transform your content game? Start
implementing these strategies today and watch your social media
presence soar!

   
    Hi! I’m Kim McDaniels

a seasoned content creator, repurposer, and social
media strategist. I specialize in crafting engaging reels
and posts tailored for platforms like Instagram,
Facebook, LinkedIn, and others. With a foundation
rooted in my journey as a tech virtual assistant 24 years
ago, I've honed the art of transforming and revitalizing
content—a true magician at work.

Social:
Instagram: KIM_MCDANELS
Facebook: KIMMCDANIELS.CO
LinkedIn: KIMMCDANIELSCO

Website:
KIMMCDANIELS.COM


